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Accurate psychic guidance and insight to empower and support you,
giving peace of mind and clarity. Over 30 years experience helping
people make positive choices, heal, be strong and lead happy and
fulfilling lives.

Hi I’m Sara – a psychic and astrologer living and working in
Hobart, Australia.
I have 30 years’ experience giving accurate and informative
readings combining practical advice with spiritual guidance
and insight. I have helped thousands of people find peace
and clarity and a positive way forward through the ups and
downs of love, money, family and career – anything that life
can send you.
I hope you enjoy this Numerology of Money guide and that it
is helpful for you in understanding the science of Numerology
and how it affects your finances.

Email Psychic and Astrology Readings
Do you want a psychic or astrology reading but don’t have time, want the privacy and convenience of
online – or perhaps you just prefer your reading written down so you don’t forget?
I offer my psychic readings by email in which I give insight and guidance into love, life path, health,
family and career, but I am happy to answer questions about anything which is concerning you.
I write each one individually – no scripts – and is super-convenient, just fill in the form, pay online and
receive your reading within 24 hours.
Your privacy is guaranteed.
Go to https://www.stargold.com.au/email-psychic-readings for more information or to book and
pay.

Hobart Psychic and Astrology Readings
I have over 30 years’ experience giving accurate and informative readings combining practical advice
with spiritual guidance and insight. I was also the resident psychic for Take 5 magazine, giving guidance
to readers for several years.
Through my psychic and astrology readings I have helped thousands of people find peace and clarity
and a positive way forward through the ups and downs of love, money, family, and career – anything
that life can send you.
Contact me on sara@stargold.com.au or go to https://www.stargold.com.au/hobart-psychicastrology-readings for more information or to book. You can also book Astrology Readings here too.
I am available Monday through Friday.
Price $100

Other Products and Services
You can also buy Astrology Reports and download Freebies.
My Astrology Reports are 20+ pages long and give a detailed analysis of your own chart, your love nature
or a relationship, money and children.
My Freebies are pdf booklets about astrology, psychic spirituality, money and love.
Go to https://www.stargold.com.au/astrology-reports for more information or to book and pay.
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The Numerology of Money
There is an ancient art of prediction and self-awareness based in numbers. This is called
numerology and can be very useful for making decisions and understanding the energy of your
personality, life purpose and what motivates you. Numerologists believe that the numbers 1
through 9 have specific characteristics, each one different and having a unique effect on the
individual ruled by that number.
This is also true for money and abundance. This is not the same as ‘lucky number’ this is the
spiritual vibration and energy that your birth number and how it affects your ability to attract
and pass on money. First work out your Birth Number (which is also your Money Number) and
then look at what your number says about you financially.

How to work out your Birth Number:
First write out your birthday as numbers Example 27 October 1957 = 27 10 1957.
Now add together each section of the numbers, if the result is higher than 9 add the numbers
together again eg: 2+7 =9; 1+0 =1; 1+9+5+7 = 22, 2+2 =4.
Add together all these totals: 9+1+4= 14, 1+4 = 5.
This person’s birth and money number is 5

Number
One

1

Number
Two

2

People with 1 as their money number will most likely have good money luck
throughout their lives. However, 1 is also the energy of ‘new beginnings’, so
you may find yourself forever starting new things and not getting the
advantages of long term commitment. A Number 1 person is unlikely to be
in debt for long as money made and earned tends to stay with the person
who made it in the first place.

Number 2 is traditionally not thought of as being lucky in finances. The
number 2 does not reflect ‘wealth’ as the energy is all about sharing and of
giving to others – which is good for the soul but 2’s need to be careful that
they don’t put themselves last and get left with nothing themselves. Number
2 is can be overly generous to the point of it becoming a ‘flaw’. Beware a
love of luxury unless you can pay for it.

Number
Three

3

Number
Four

4

Number
Five

5

Number
Six

6

Number 3 is a naturally lucky vibration that is able to make money easily.
However, the saying “easy come easy go” was written for this number,
making saving a non-event. Although money comes in, actually building up
capital and resources can be quite difficult. Even if they are financially rich,
they may find themselves short of funds at any time and may fall into debt.
On the good side 3’s seem to get out of debt just as easily.

The 4 Money Number will have to work hard for what they get. It is not that
they are doomed to be poor, but it doesn’t fall into their lap the way it can for
other numbers. On the positive they make excellent savers and know the
value of money. Number 4 is the energy and vibration of hard work and
building foundations. With dedication and discipline 4 is one of the most
likely to succeed through investments and planning.

Number 5 people are good with business and are able to thrive as long as
they stay focused, organized and stick within their budget. Discipline is
necessary to really benefit financially through 5 energies. 5’s can be
charitable and make great bosses as they treat their employees well and
believe that money is to be given away and that is it a renewable source.
Number 5 people can be rewarded by the Universe for their good actions
and thoughts.

Number 6 is the possibly the best money number as it is the number of
abundance, needs met and the material aspects of life. 6 people sometimes
inherit money or share family wealth, as 6 is the number associated with
family and gifts. The 6 person usually thrives and succeeds at anything they
put their mind and hand to, and almost never has to worry about cash flow.
The financial wealth of a 6 is often stable, with no extreme financial highs or
lows.

Number
Seven

7

Number
Eight

8

Number
Nine

9

Completely eccentric, Number 7 is a bit of a wildcard in relation to money.
In the vast majority of cases, it is symbolic of financial challenges, but it can
also symbolize significant wealth. The 7 person is generally able to earn
significant money, but maybe isn’t all that interested in the materialistic
side of life and doesn’t focus on it. 7’s might also strike it rich and make
millions from a wild, way-out there idea or two.

8 is one of the most financially-oriented numbers and is also one of
karma. It symbolizes great wealth on the one hand, but also extreme
losses on the other. Often, 8 Number people are plagued with on-going
expenses to do with maintaining an expensive lifestyle. It’s big bucks, but
it can also be big loss and big trouble. 8 is perfectly suited to deal with
financial figures, but the saying ‘you have to spend money to make
money’ can be their undoing.

Another great money luck number, 9 is a number which easily and
effortlessly attracts money, and people with 9 as their Money Number are
often said to possess the ‘Midas touch’. Number 9 is also the number of
the humanitarian and carer, and because of this number 9’s often finds it
difficult to hold onto wealth for long as the charitable and giving part of
them just keeps giving it away. Reaping huge rewards is par for the course
with 9.
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I hope you have enjoyed this guide to The Numerology of Money. I have been lucky to be blessed with
abilities and insight which I have developed over many years. I'm happiest using these gifts to help guide
people through difficult times and find the best way forward on their unique spiritual and life path. I have
a lifelong passion for helping women become empowered and free to live abundant lives filled with
health, love and happiness - as we all deserve!
I am well known for my accuracy and psychic ability
and have had a long career writing horoscopes and
psychic advice columns for many newspapers and
magazines including Good Medicine, Elle, Take 5 and
Grazia, and making radio and television appearances
since 1993. Now I offer psychic and astrology
readings to clients around the world via email, plus
send horoscopes and goodies to my mailing list.
I love to work tucked away in my reading room in
contact with amazing and interesting people from all
over the world who have readings with me. It is a
happy, fulfilling life and I feel very lucky and grateful.

Love and Best Wishes

Sara

xx

Find out more or contact me through the details below - I look forward to sharing more with you
e: sara@stargold.com.au
w: www.stargold.com.au
f: www.facebook.com/sarahobartpsychicreadings/
i: https://www.instagram.com/sarastargoldastrology/?hl=en
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